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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Scope of The Investigation
Reason for ^investigation .— In the last decade, the
drive for better schools for the Colored people of the
State of South Carolina has received an increasing
amount of recognition. The situation has aroused the
attention and interest of a large number of educators
throughout the State. Comjnendable work has been done
in recent years in the secondary school field. Many
higb schools have been accredited by the State and sev-
eral more will be in a short time. However, the science
departments of these secondary schools apparently have
not made the same amount of progress credited to other
departments. The chemistry and physics courses are
generally the least developed in the science departments.
Thus, this study is the result of an investigation of
the chemistry coiirses offered in the Colored hij^ schools
of the State of South Carolina.
There is a scarcity of data on this subject. Only
meager comprehensive reports are ai^railable from school
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Methods and Purpose of the Investlj;^atlon «~"The in-
vestigation of the methods and materials used in the
Chemistry courses of the Colored high schools of the
State of South Carolina was carried out with the assis-
tance of Mr. William Schiffley of the Department of Ed-
ucation of that State. A nine page check list, develop-
ed under the supervision of Dr. Roy 0. Billett of the
faculty of the School of Education of Boston University,
was sent out to the Colored high school science teachers
of South Carolina. The names of these teachers were
sent to me my Mr. William Schiffley, A copy of this
check list is to be found in the appendix of this Thesis.
The following four items are the particular aims
of the Investigation:
(1)
. To discover the general conditions under
which the Chemistry courses are being
given--auch as the school year in which
it is offered; the number of students in
each class; and the subjects additional
to Chemistry handled by the teacher.
(2)
. To find out the personal equipment of
the Chemistry teacher—his training in
Chemistry; his major studies; and the
course he may have had in methods of
teaching,
.
To find out the materials used in the(3)
•nl
. -Toj lo ^t'tog ’zsfl £ing
erf;/ nl b*jBt; bfijs ebo^^o^iv erl* lo
.10 #XC'orioR / rf f)oT:oXoO oxfX "^o sofc'xj/oo toerfO
'‘QJef.b erfx XlfO bel'i'ino S£/r Mirllc’iJiO d^SJo8 lo
-bS lo Xrr5ffi,1’xaqoa exlX lo /©Jilinoe ffioillX?/ to eono.t
-qoXet^eJD -^vTufX onhi ;. ctiri;/ to uoidhotr
X^>©XXXS ,0 YOh , rCT to nol^lvi^giiti *tt!>hnu 6s
tY'/UievXn'- noJBo^? to f:Oid;joi5X)3 tc Xoorloa o/ft to
aiorfoAsX soo-»Xofi Xoorio* if^Xx^ t'OtoToO erfd o;/ Ji;o Xrist «>»w
fr»i8vv 8-ierfOisoj ©«sfi;t to v.mt&a
-rJT .‘rf.Coiat ffXuo8 to
nU<'i to Yqoo A .-sXttifioS jjaXXXX.v , va s;r o;/ Xno«
p.lesrf? sXrXt t- xltnsqca sff;/ at biwoJ ^(5 oX eX Xe M i^osno
emi£ 'ii:X//oXX^flq srfx e»ifl fcoieXi
-ii/ot grrivv-oXlot srfT
:oc.j.x*^f 'ROvnX sffX to
^shiuj arfoXX jonoo ©riX 'fsvoo* *f> o? .(X)
gnXscf 8*iA fc6^':»:fco ^ ti.srfO ©rid rioiriw
rioXiiw nX j.c criOE s.^fx ea /fsni-*-/isv2.3
aX ftJnef)D'XB to *iodmsfci jbeistto ei XI
IstiOl^tbbA p.Xo’.-|^t//t fr\; .6nja :e§SdS.D rfoss
,T;»rfojBsX 3riX fioXl-'-ncii x^-f tmsiHO oX
to Xns'rcXjrp© f^notaoq srfX Xi»o . nit oT .(S)
fii 3fi/nXfl‘iX eif--'t©rfca©X i/norfO eriX
srix btia ;8©im x« elrf
; Y’^iXeinrerfO
to pborfuSiT! ni Lwrf f*var! oe'ii/CfO
riff.'»B0X
sriX rri r>sei» eXsiieXacr: ©riX X/ro Jbnit oT .(£)
Chemistry courses such as the textbook;
laboratory manual; supplementary and
outside problems,
(4), To obtain the personal reaction of the
hl^ school teachers of Chemistry as to
existing obstacles in the course and the
possible changes in methods and materi-
als for making it more effective.
Distribution of the checking list ,—On March 7, 1937,
forty-five checking lists with a Iwtter to each teacher
explaining the purposed of the investigation were sent
out, Ei^teen of these checking lists were returned be-
tween March 18th and March 21st , On March 29th a fol-
low-up letter was sent to each teacher who had failed
up to that time to return the checking list. The re-
sult of this letter was the return of eleven more check-
ing lists by April 23rd, Thiso replies have served as
the basic source of data for this investigation.
Historical Background
In order to understand the reasons for the diffi-
cult obstacles, and apparent backwardness in hl^ school
sclsBce in Colored secondary schools of South Carolina
one needs but to read the following quotation;
"South Carolina during the 18th century for-
bade the teaching of slaves to read and write and
forbade free Negroes to do any teaching at all.
During the Civil War large numbers of refugees con-
jjIoodJxocJ ©xlcf nR x"id£in:^zfO
brut x*i*,tn©£noXcrq[Jjt' ; li/jr.xir.: '^'icdA'iocfll
.srjftldo'iq abXECfxfO
©fid lo not&OHe^i I«i:oBT[©q ©rict n.T«^do oT .(^)
oi ea Y*t;}p Im9fi0 lo loorios ojjXd
Slid bnjB oB'ii'oo OI^;J /Jx boXoft^ccfo gnXcfftXx®
-X'toJ’BDT bnjt ehoddefli iil aoj^njBxlo ©IdXe'ioq
*©vido©'Jl9 o«70tD fipiV«i2T ‘lol «Ia
,V rfo-iaM fiO— . ^ e 1 X sfiX>T o©rfo lo fToJ:Xj/dlqcfeXg
Tjrioja©^ doa© o:t leJcrwI a rfcJ-Xw Rdeil
ctnee ©t 3W noXOagicttevni ©r'q lo boftoq^uq ©xf^ j.ninXi=:Iqx0
V
-ecf bon'UfJe'i ©aevt R.-^eil gnX:>io©x^o oBexli lo no©qxigX3 ,dJxo
-lol a riqOS jrfomM nu .isIS ric-iak isna rf.-^8X rfo-iaM neoircJ
baXZal beri odw *i^jrioat»;J do«© Jnet bmx/ qv^^ol
-o't orlT ,:ftX£ g^xl^'os^^o ©rfi o:i eml^ ctaric^ o'J qif
~j[o'>rlo ©'ion fievsls lo n*iiJfd©*x aaw *i©^tf©X elri^ lo Jli/a
8a bffV'ioB ©varf ©©Xlqo'i oaAxlT .£>*if»S XX*xqA BiteXX gnX
.noXcfp' XoPf'vnl eirlcJ 'lol actab lo 9 onuoe oiead “rfxi
biiiio*ij?'>(oa3 baoirroct^lH
-XllXb 9 fi^ lol 8(ioea©'i ©ri^J bna.-^ a T©bfio ^ebno nl
Xoorioe et'>.iM»vjiORd dno'iaqqM bna ^8©i.&a:te(fo iXi/o
anXXo'iaO ridi/o8 lo eXooxioe berroXoO nl ©onfliofc
; rrol;Ja^otxp ''\nxWoILoJ Gfi^ ba©*l 03 dud Bb&on ©no
—lol v»Lu:Jn©o /f;t8X ©rf^ gnf'xirb anXXc*iaO ildiro£"
bna eti'iw bxra baoi OJ 80VbXe Ic ^rXrioaod ©rf.? ©^aX
.XXa Xa grldoa©:# "in*? ob od p©r 'igqM ©snl ©bfiJicl
-nos 8©©gixlts*i lo e'l^dnijjn ©gn&X *iai’ fiviO ©ri^ gxilrii/CI
gregated at Port Royal and on the Sea Islands and
systematic teaching began*,.,
"Negro Suffrage in South Carolina meant the
first definite establishment of a public school
system for Negroes and ’JVhites and is perhaps the
greatest gift of the Negro to South Carolina. The
constitution of 1868 provided for free schools re-
gradless of race or color. But schools were not
actually opened luitil 1872 and then were partially
closed again In the political revolution or 1876.
By the laws of 1877 the control of the schools was
placed in the hands of local elective officials and
thus the system has continued until our day, "1/
This educational system is far from being an effec-
tive one. Many educators of both races are interested
in a better development of the entire system as it af-
fects Negroes in that State. Mr. W. K, Tate, State Su-
pervisor of Elementary Rural Schools, said in a plain
straight forward forceful manner back in 1912:
The education of the Negro in South Carolina
is in the hands of the White race. The White trus-
tees apportion the funds, select the teachers and
receive the reports. The county superintendent
has the supervision of these schools in his hands.
We have expended this year $349,834, 50 in the sup-
port of Negro Schools. I never visit one of these
schools without feeling that we are neglecting a
great opportiinity. The Negro School houses are
miserable beyond all description. They are usually
without comfort, equipment, proper lighting, or
sanitation. Nearly all the Negroes of school age
in the district are crowded into these miserable
structures during the short term which the school
runs. Most of the teachers are absolutely untrained
and have been given certificates by the county
board not because they have passed the examination,
but because it is necessary to have some kind of a
Negro teacher .2/
1,




bast Rbn.itl .«s£ ©rfcT nc ^'xoH fn hf*;tage'i^
rjiiiifoaoJ- oi.:J’ttiue»:^EYB
oxlct ^a«9ni jjafloaiJiw r’JssoO ni ©^.o«i'lllx/& ctgeTl*’
looiioc OjMcJxrq a wneoijdz* i''i'l6£> .•teill
erfj Eq£rf“i9q si bite Bedlifu s«?o»ij;i©»^ -^ol c:^JEY®
©xfr* .jaalXr.'iiiO ii'XucS pcX c't^oli *o ^x.tg L+ce'ctii6't^
-e»i slooxfoe *iol tieblyo'iq 6df'I lo noi;tJJvict£noo
e'lav,- slooboe ctirS .loloo "£o ooai 1o
oidw neiij S?6I Iir;fixj beneqo ^IXa//cfOij
,0V8X io rto tcttxXov©*! Ij»oXv>xXoq ©nX nl nl«»« Jbeaolo
SBVf Elooiioe odJ lo lo^icfnoo srfcf VV8X ‘)o et/jb! ©r>q
Jbfitt el^lrlalo svicroaXe XftOoX lo ebueri adX ni fcsojalq
\X”.v£t ^i/o ll^fra/ bejJcrlSno:* Efiri iti^Xcye ©nX ei/iW
“OoTlv© nA gn.t©cf itoncl •i«'i bX uibctp.Te eXrfT
ftecJes'T.yqnt ©na e©Oft'i nod lo eicJf'.onbe^ jnBl' ,yiJO ©viX
-Iw CB e*il;ne eifcJ lo .-n©n}qoI©vc)X 'leJJed a nl
-ira s>.1av 8 , V' .eoAja lAril nl eeo'iaeil e^ooI
nlAlq A ni bl.-.B .plooxfob Ia'ii/H 'loaxv'i^q
:SI9X ni >^ 0£<X •lenrom I/rloo-iol X'tAEnc^ l/isl- 'i^e
AffllO'^flO n;i!so<i nl 0*135 W and lo noX HonX© ed?
-farnct ©Xio'V oxlT .©oai triW edl lo ftl.iAiX ©fll id oi
baa e'laooMa.i oxfo looioe ,eXnnl x'.oll^oqqA E©ej
dno/na. .1 r^iaq xe ^c^x/i/c s odP .frX»ioc©*i ©do ©via *'0*1
.Ebnnri eid nl EXcodoe aeoril lo nc?i: iv*i',*q«e edl Ci»rf
-qifE «dd 1 Oc ‘iJeoY «ld3 b'r^b' aqxa ©vAb ©V/
©E^'rfl lo eno cflelv *<©v©rr I .«Xoodo8 0*13©^! lo cJ'ioq
A ’jinloO^Xsxftn o*TA ow ^tfdX ;^all©«l luonllr eXoodoa
©1A svebod loodoS onx.'*- oifT tnnxfncqqo
•\jlXp/.'En o*ic YodT , noloqinrBoh Xi*. bnoYSCf f*Ida*i3F.lrr
10 ^SinlJb^il *i9cc*iq , 0 nec.qlt/p© «o*iolinoo ^noxiolw
©3B iCOnOA lo BOO*I3©ri •‘»0o IXa yX'^A •'*! .CCiCtA^la *R
'^Xo'A'iaelc: © 89 rid odfti ©bvo'xo ©ns^ doi*i."'Plb ©dd nl
Xooxios ©dd "loirrv ’x*i©d -*'iodE ©rid
ben 1 An. inn YX©dXxXotdA o*ifi cnadow-d eiid lo dsoM .cxixxn
Ydiif/oD exfd cn ©©dADilldnao n©vl3 rraod ©vAd bx.^s
^noldealmAXe ©dd b©c.t.Aq ©vBd i©rid ©exj£D©cf dcxi 6*i/?otf
A lo bnl->l ©rfoe ©rRfl od el dl oeoEoecf dx/d
\l,n©doA©d oT^eH
:*^£ t'.lfcliO ,”Ioodoa nox5.inoo ' np.aT* .1; .yV,T
.VS’^x .oeC ^2a-0c6
This quotation really refers to the elementary
schools of many years ago, but nevertheless it gives
some light on what mi^t be expected in the secondary
school. For after all, if the elementary schools where
the foundation of all education is tau^t is in very
bad condition, then the secondary schools cannot be
much better off.
The great aim of all education should be to enable
its beneficiaries to realize a full and rounded life
free from as many disappointments and illusions as pos-
sible, In 1018 the superintendent of education of South
Carolina in his report pointed out that
"For the first time in the history of our pub^
lie school system, the State Superintendent's of-
fice has undertaken definitely the betterment of
our Negro schools.
"The present welfare and the future progress
of the State are indissolubly linked with the de-
velopment of our entire populatioh. The attitude
of the Negro has been appreciative and in my opinion
the time has come when the general assembly ou^t
to authorize and direct a campaign for better health
and better industrial conditions among our Negroes^"^
With this idea in mind many groups who are interest-
ed in the education of the Colored people of South Caro-
lina are lending as much assistance as possible to achieve
the end
,
1./ biennial Survey Of Education, 1916-1918, P, 433
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The cooperation of outside agencies is readily
acknowledged. Through the cooperation of the Gen-
eral Education Board of New York, the salary and the
travelling expenses of a state agent for Negro
Schools have been secured.!./
The development of a great number of first class
secondary schools has been a difficult problem and will
continue as such for some time. There are many great
obstacles to be overcome. Great improvement in the ele-
mentary schools must first come about. A completely
different attitude in general must be taken by the Vi/hlte
group of the State toward the education and progress of
the Colored people.
The task is difficult. Houses, terras, sala -
rles, equipment, standards—all these are low.
F\mds are limited. A foundation must be built in
public opinion and in public support before a de-
finite program can be outlined and undertaken .2/
More money must be appropriated than has been in the
past for the development of a standard Colored hi^
school system.
To illustrate: in South Carolina, ^legroes
eonstitute 49% of the School population; but in
1932-1933 South Carolina spent 5331,932 transport-
ing 29,264 White childiren to elementary schools and
in the entire state only $628 on the transportation
of Negroes to elementary schools. It spent $310,
154 transporting 17,867 White children to hi^ school
and not one cent on the transportation of Negro
children to high schools.^
l./tioc. cit
2«/Loc. cit
3. /’’Dangerous Federal School Aid”, Crisis Magazine, 44:
No. 2, Feb. 1937
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However, even if more money is appropriated for
this worthy cause, improvement will not be guaranteed.
It will be necessary to revise the present system.
A few White leaders of South Carolina have
pleaded for improvement in the condition of the
Negro public schools on the ground that present
conditions are merely wasteful,y
South Carolina is today affording the Colored people
of the State a greater opportunity than ever before to
prepare their boys and girls for the great conflicts
and perplexing problems that they will be forced to grap-
ple with in later life. The schools, even though for
the most part Inadequate, are improving gradually and
reflecting glory in their work. Prior to 1915 public
secondary schools for Negroes were practically unknown
in the entire South ,2/
To quote from a 1915Bulletin of the Department of
the Interior:
The Howard High School in Columbia is the only
Colored public school in the State doing a consid-
erable amount of secondary work. This school is
not equal to the work of a full three year hi^
school. Several other schools enroll a few pupils
beyond the elementary grades. The State school
at Orangeburg offers a four-year secondary course^
1,
/ ’'fe, d. Negro Common School," Crisis Magazine, 34:
330-32, Dec. 1927
2.
/ Ambrose Caliver, "Education Of Negro Teachers," Na-
tional Survey Of The Education Of Teachers
.
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' Of the 1,488 secondary pupils in South Carolina,
1,114 are in 18 private schools. Four-year courses
are maintained in 7 of these schools with an atten-
dance of 784. The secondary work of the remaining
11 schools varies from a few subjects above the
elementary grades to a full three-year course.
The courses of study of most of these schools fol-
low closely the college preparatory or classical
lines. Very few have adequate provisions for sci-
ence or history and social studies.y
Mr. J. E. Sivearin, the Superintendent of Education
wrote in his report of 1922 on page 31, the following
words
:
The Negro can now secure anything in South
Carolina except Social and political equality .2/
In recent years there has been great improvement
in this type of education in this state. At the present
time there are over thirty-five public schools doing a
large amoxmt of secondary work. However, the field of
Science is only sli^tly developed as the Chart below
shows. (For Table I see Chapter II)
From a recent report of Mr. J. B. Felton, State
Agent we find this statement:
We have around 25 (high schools that are doing
accredited work in the State. These have been ac-
credited by the State High School Supervisor; Some
of them have four full years* work accredited and
others are developing into this year by year. It
is hoped that we shall have at least one of these





Bulletin, 1916, No. 39, Vol. II, p. 475,
l!)epartment of the Interior, Bureau of Education.
2.
/S. C. Negro Common School.” Crisis Magazine, 34: 330-32,
Dec. 1927.
3.
/J. B. Felton, “Negro Schools”, SixtySEl^th Annual
-Report of=the State- Superintendent of- Education of
of the State of South Carolina—1936, p, 44-45.
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.Looked for Achievement in A Chemiatry Course
There is a main or ultimate object to all educa-
tion and each parcel of subject matter in the school
must be made to bring out this objective. Thus the
writer feels that when a course of study in Chemistry
can be so well established in a secondary school that
the following achievements can be readily detected, the
course has earned a foremost place in the school set-up.
1. The children should become acquainted with the
principles and laws (natural laws) governing
the universe.
2. The course should endeavor to teach the students
the principles and methods of science also the
practical applications of social principles.
3. The correlation and relationship of the Chem-
istry course to other subjects in the school
should be emphasized at all times.
4. The children should be made conscious of the
interdependence of Chemistry to modern civili-
zation, they should be taught to appreciate the
every effort of the Scientist in trying to make
this era the greatest of all times.
5. The course should motivate Initiativeness and
Independency of work*
6. The course should link up with the other liberal
education studies to dismiss ignorance of the
©e‘xjjoO A x^.t ^;ien;3 7«IrfoA *io^ bdifooj
-‘Hossbe Ilfi oct d-o&f.cfo ^:}h>aIJIu io ni>iM jb ei .‘j-tenT
XoorfoB 9£{^ ni Joo(;v1wb lo Iso-iaq doae ^JLaa aoXct
sitt oJdT ,evloo^ldo sirfrf Jjjo gnrX'jd o;f efo«in ©d JsxnTi
'^icte.tmexfO nl Jo &f-.woo » a&n^ JidcJ- sleai
-lecfX'xw
J-iip^ loorioft Y'lflbnoDse « ai badeilcf.ectes II«w oe ecf nao
,fo©.^oed-©b ecfn©fff©v©irlo« gaXwoXXol ©rl^
.qjj-*;tc-*e loorfoe ©rf;t at ©oala ctaowe'ro'i a beii'iB© eari etiuco
aclct fJd-Jtw badnl^upoa ©mooed bljjorfe ae^xJblirio ©xlT ,X
.•^/iXaT:evog ( ewaX iBTC/itfin) ev^eX ban nelqloijHg
.oBTevXai/ edd
eXnebjj^B &si^ doaoX o:/ lovaebn© oXt/.'a’e
-^jh'iuoo edT ,2
orfd oeIj3 lo fcbciljeai bcjA eoXqlOili^a ©ri^
. eoIcT.toxiX'iq laiooe lo aiXOiXaoXXqq* X.joXdos'iq
-m©xfO erid lo q trlenoideXs'i bnB rxoicfele'i'ioo exlT .5
XoorioB ari^ nl edoef.cfqe -loiicfo od oa'iirco yivCI
.semid LLb b^siexirqci© od bXworie
©rid lo Bi/oiofinoo obatCi ed hluorfii neibLlrio ©riT .>
-IXlvlo meXx)ni od Y'J^^i-'neriD lo eon£bfl 0g©b*iadni
©rid ©d8lo?=»*iaqa od drir^x/j* ©d bloorfa 7*»rid ,noider
©3tiam cd ^nlY-d el Jaldnalot: ©rid lo dnollo vtsv©
, 2 ©:a?d XXfi lo arid aia hlrid
bnA r.*i©n©v I Jeldl'il ©davlj-om bXf/orie oa*ic/oo ariT .6
.D^^ow lo YOnebnaqebnl
lanedlX 'lerido arid ridl« qq N'alX bXqoria ©r‘iwco oriT .8
©rid lo aonanoosl BBiroalb od ealJbqde noldnonb©
I modern social and economic trend of society.
7. The children should be trained through their
work in this department to recognize and acknow-
ledge essential facts and to eliminate that
which is Irrevelent and unsound.
8. Students with ability should be recognized and
stimulated to continue work in this field,
9. The course should point out the tremendous part
Chemistry plays in both cultural and industrial
achievement of this civilization,
10,
The course should aim to develop a better and
more useful type of citizens trained in the
principles of analysis, always seeking out the
essential fact before making a decision.
.X^ie.loot 'io bn.0 '1^ r,h-joaoof> bn& IbIoob mo&cui
rfgiro'irlcf scf bLuobi. wr>‘ibIIrio »df ,?
-woit>lo» briB asinsoo«‘i oc» inaai-tiBQoJb air^d al ^*iow
auBn-t'cIX© o:t ha^ BSord'i Xaibnsaeo
,bajJOBiUJ br-fi jfi®X9v©'i*iI si f!oif-V
bnjs f)©s.tfxjjOO£?'i jd blirods y,s:J:ltc» ainebsfjS ,S
.?3l©l*x eXrfJ nl ji-ow fwnl^iioo oi ftlifinicta
cf't;jiq Ex/ofja9w«*ic^^ ©rid’ J^sjo c^aXocr bl/JOila aril
lAiidaubni bwt £mi/cflri; .;Xorf rxl tYJfcXq
.iioidA.i to^ tvio Eiffd 1o dneaira>'9l/iop
br.fi ‘is^d^sd b golevai) cd ojJ:m b£ri>sie !^$!tuoo oriX i
e/id :tX bfj.-iiB*id elT9Sx^^io Iwlaeu ©‘roctT
arid dx/o SjnJtjioftB axavrlu ^nlnxl^oja ho eelqlont'iq
.n'-'tB^oob A .’'-jaf anolod deal Xaid/iaso©
'•A.- - ,
CHAPTER II
THE CONDITIONS UNDER VvHICH THE CHEMISTRY COURSE IS GIVEN
Telescopic View
Table 1, General Data floncerning the Humber of Science
Instructors Receiving Check Lists, Their Reply














Number 45 29 22 7
Percentage 62 76 24
Forty-five teachers were asked to take part In this
survey. Their names and the schools In which they are
employed were sent to me from the office of the Depart-
ment of Education. Twenty-nine or 62 per cent oDoperated
by returning the check list with a great majority of the
Items checked. Twenty-two or seventy-six percent of the
returned checking list shows that chemistry Is offered
In the curricula. Seven Indicated that chemistry was
omitted from their science set up.
The number of students represented by the twenty-
nine of the 64 per cent of the total number of check lists
sent out which was returned Is 10,110, V/hen we recall
that In 1915 there was only one public school in the State
offering a scant three year high school course and now,
a little over two decades, el^teen of the twenty-nine
schools taking part in this survey are giving four year
ii
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h©.:fa'i9aufto d^xieo zaq Sd 'lo vnla-^jn^wr . noiJ lo
yfict lo yil'iof.aa sJadig a rictlw .1b hi Tio^rfo ©lii yd
nril lo dnooisq xte-y;?'T©vo8 "lo owj-v laowl" .i«>fo©rfo erasdl
Jb'^'T©llo al «In:©f(o ^sricf eirorie J’ell g/ililoeilo t©xrii/j©‘i
BMW Xudq do .aolbnl nev©2 . alifoln'ico ©/IJ nl
.qi/ ;t©6 ©oneiofi •xfod? oroil b©4^Ioio
erlJ id b©qroa''‘iq«‘i ^.tutyhi.(jz lo lodmoa -^riT
tjeli ilD!'ido lo xoimi/n »n^ Ic cJnoo loq ^0 ©rid f>nln
©V. norfV ,0IX,0I p.i bsii'iuc?©'! t«w Oolilw j-ijo rl’nee
©vtfl^S ©ilJ ni Locdoe olidi/q ©ac vine, r.^.v 6il?X nX Jstdd
,won bna ©annoo Xooxto© rfs^rl naoy ©©nriq ineoB a ^niTBllo
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n«©Y nuol sinlvXg ©na ;©v'if/e eX;:^ ni iiaq gni^iad e-wcodoe
high school courses; this certainly is evidence that in-
! terest has been taken in the last few years in the devel-
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The Secondary School System
Table II Number And Type of Colored Hi^ Schools of
South Carolina Participating in The Survey,
Types Grades Number
tfr (2) (3) I
Pour Year High 8-11 18 i
Senior High 10 - 12 3
Three Year High 8-10 2
J\inior High 7-9 6
Total 29
A list of forty-five schools offering science was
j
sent to the writer by the Department of Education of the
I State of South Carolina, It may therefore be assured
!
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ren with science courses recognized by the Department of
I
Education, According to the tabulated findings from the
I
check lists returned by the schools participating, it is
difficult to determine where the secondary school level
begins. Table II shows that there are at least four types
of schools doing some amount of high school work. Of
the twenty-nine that returned the check lists, eighteen,
weee classed as four year high schools; three as senior
hi^; two as three year high and six as junior high schools,
I
The four year hi^ schools start with the ei^th grade
I
j




senior high begin with the tenth and go through the twelfth
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grade. The three year hi^ school type includes the el^^th
through the tenth grade. The Jimior high type consists
of three grades— seventh, ei^th and nineth. It is ap-
parent that the colleges of the state encounter some dif-
ficulty in classifying the graduates of these schools.
There is a situation wherein students seeking admittance
after finishing eleven grades and another group after
completion of twelve grades, that must be perplexing to
college administratirs.
One teacher of a four year hl^ school did admit
that even though the school is classified as a four year
hi^ school only the first two grades, the eighth and
nineth are accredited. Thus evidently certain driteria
of standard tenth and eleventh grade work have not been
met. This brings to mind that there might be others
operating under similiar conditions.
The' Grades in Vlhich Chemistry Is Tau^t
The retitirned check lists Indicate that chemistry is
being taught in the tenth and eleventh grades in the schools
offering the subject. This, however, does not necessarily
mean that the students are thereby better prepared to pur-
sue the course in chemistry offered, for among the obstacles
enumerated by teachers in reply to the check list, the
following were reported:
1. Students are often permitted to take chemistry
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without a fair knowledge of mathematics.
The students have hardly any previous t»aln|ng
in definitAness of speech.
Students often do not have a good foundation in
science before taking up chemistry.
I
i
The Number of Students in The Chemistry Classes
According to reports of the teachers questioned as
to the enrollment of pupils in chemistry the number given
varies from 10 to 184 students, A few of the teachers
of large classes in chemistry complain that large numbers
in one class with poor equipment and facilities tend to
limit the interest of the students in chemistry. Some
teachers with smaller groups feel that they are at a dis-
advantage due to the number of other subjects they are
called upon to handle besides their own course of chemistry.
I
I
Additional Subjects for The Chemistry Teachers
The following table will Illustrate the diversity
of subjects handled by the teachers reporting.
Table III Number of Colored High School Ghemistry Teachers
of South Carolina And The Number of Different
Departments in Which They Are Required To Teach
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The check list also brought out the follov/lng com-





Chemistry, Biology, General Science, French, Athletics
Chemistry, Biology, General Science, Physics, Atftletics
Chemistry, Biology
Chemistry, Biology, General Science, Mathematics,
Commercial Geography
Chemistry, Biology, Geometry, Athletics
Chemistry, Economics, French
Chemistry, Biology, Geometry, Physics, Algebra
Apparently from this information many of the teachers
of high school chemistry find themselves burdened with
such a heavy schedule that they are unable to do much
reading of current scientific literature. This probably
results in the final analysis, in the teachers becoming
dissatisfied and disappointed with the complete lack of
personal progress.
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Type of Science Subjects Offered
Table IV Number of Schools Offering Different Science
Subjects
.
( 1 ) ( 2 )









The above table points out the fact that all schools
reporting have general science in their curricula; 27
offer biology; 22 give chemistry and only two give any
form of physiology or health courses. Botany was not
checked on any list. No doubt this subject is offered
as a part of the biology course.
CHAPTER III
THE TRAINING OF THE CHEMISTRY TEACHER
I
Preparation in The Subject-Matter
Table V The Humber of Different Courses in Chemistry
Studied by Teachers of That Science
Nxiraber Gen . Chem, Organic Quail- Quan- Inr-'Physi-
of tative tita- dus cal
;
Replies tlve trltnr
(1) (2) (3^ (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Number 2d 22 19 17 3 4
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The indication from Table V which concerns the
training of the chemistry teachers is that all teachers
have had general chemistry; but the number of teachers
with advanced courses in this subject gradually decrease
as the subject reaches a hi^er stage of complexity. It
may be concluded from the number that have studied In-
dustrial (advanced quantitative) and Physical chemistry
that less than one half of the Colored hl^ school chem-
istry teachers replying to the check list have specialized
in chemistry. These courses are generally offered in the
Junior and senior years of college chemistry and are se-
lected by those concentrating in chemistry.
Again in Table V, tabulations show that 22 had
studied organic chemistry. The large amount of organic
chemistry now being introduced in the modern high school
textbook will no doubt be a source of difficulty to the
teachers who neglected to stud?;- organic chemistry in
college
.
Teachers* Preparation In The Science Field
Table VI The Humber of Colored High School Teachers of







301-^ 7-12-13-18 L9-24 25-30
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
General Science
Pl^siology 14 2
Biology 10 5 3 1
Botany 7 1
Physics 16 3
Chemistry 9 6 4 a 1
Zoology 14 2 29 __

The period of time given to the study of science
subjects by the chemistry teachers is classified in terms
of semester hours in Table VI. A large number of science
courses are mentioned as being pursued for a period of
one school year or two semesters, Ei^t teachers have
done more than 9 semester hours in chemistry and one has
completed over 30 in this subject. It appears that there
is a definate trend tov/ard concentration in fields of
biology and chemistry in preference to the other sciences.
Several of the chemistry teachers have majored in such
subjects like mathematics, languages and aoclalogy. One
teacher reported that his training in biology amounted
to over 30 semester hours. Sixteen teachers stated that
they have had only one year's study in the field of physics
and three have had two years. Very few teachers have taken
over two years of any one science.
Time Spent in College
Table VII College And Universities Where The Colored
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According to Table VII each science teacher taking
part in this survey has his or her bachelor's degree from
some accredited college. Seventeen of these instructors
received their fiFSt degree from Negro colleges of South
Carolina. Several graduates of such class A Colored col-
leges of other Southern States like Johnson C. Smith, Tal-
ladega and Fisk are employed as science teachers. One
teacher received his bachelor's degree from the University
of Chicago. The returned check lists indicate that there
is one teacher of science with a master's degree. This
degree was conferred by the University of Iowa,
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Table VIII The Number And Percent of Colored Chemistry







Number Percent Number Percent
,
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 )
,
i
Johnson C. Smith University 2 7
1 Benedict College 6 19
So. Carolina State College 7 24
University of Chicago 1 3
Claflin University 2 7
i
Talladega College 2 7
State Teachers* Col. Mol 1 3
Hampton College 1 3





Allen University 3 10
Barber College for Women 1 3
N. Carolina A.&T. College 1 3
N. Carolina State College 1 3
Total 29 1
20
Less than one-third of the teachers replying to the
check list are doing graduate work in several of the large
Universities of the country. Columbia University is the
outstanding choice of these teachers. Three of them are
enrolled in this institution. Benedict College, a small
college in Columbia and South Carolina A.&M. College in
Orangeburg together have given degrees to 43 percent of
the teachers cooperating in this survey. Seven of these
teachers are graduates of South Carolina State College
and six from Benedict College. Allen University, another
small college, in Columbia has produced three teachers
who have taken part in this work, and Claflin Universi-
ty, a neighbor of South Carolina State A. & M. College
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lo dnoo'irq c 5 ;. 9 *>f:^©b xiavXj '!»vbx1 'Tfn"‘j:cX 3'U/d©3Xi 9'iO
ftpsnj lo n©v©& .Y^>v^x'e elJcf ni gnXdjrf '©qorjo s'ldriosoJ ©rfd
o^>^XXr/J odacfS aniXo'iaO jrfJijoC: lo ©la e^rerfoee^^
lod^fona
,
’'8'i^vXnU nc-*IlA .©^-XIoO c^oibon©^ moTl xia r^ia
8'i©boB8j ©©'irij b&ojjbc'iq eail BidmjJloX *:i ^©^©IIoo liamc
-XB'ieviaU nXXlaXO brra ^>ficw »iflj ni diHC c'A^o^t ©varf orfw
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in Orangeburg, has given degrees to two people. These
four colleges have produced 56 percent of the science
teachers taking part in this investigation, and the other
44 percent are graduates of out of State institutions.
All of these teachers have earned at least their bachelor's
degree and many have gone furtherin various graduate and
professional schools of the country.
Fields of Study in Vi/hich The Teachers Majored
Table IX The Number And Percent of Chemistry Teachers




Maiored in Chemistry i
(1) (2) (3)
Number 29 10
Percentage 64 34 -
A surprising feature appears on careful perusal of
the data concerning the training of the chemistry teacher
I
in that only 34 percent of these instructors actually
I
:
majored in chemistry. Many of them evidently concentra-
i
j
ted in such fields like Social Science, mathematics, English,
i
biology and French. The data is not so extensive regard-
I
ing the preparation in these other fields, since some of
I
the reports received were slightly vague as to the work
done in courses. However, even though It might not be
i
possible to claim complete mastery of the subject-matter
I
under such conditions, one must remember that the train-
! ing of a teacher in a certain subject cannot be taken for
I
an indication of what he mi^t do with it. Apparently
I
then, the chief contribution of these teachers to their
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work is enthusiasm, experience and judgment. In such
a case the students are more fortunate than if they had
specialists who are interested only in the scientific
knowledge to he gotten from the textbooks and notes and
the impressing of this on the students rather than ghlding
the young people to know and appreciate organised knowledge.
Professional Courses in Education




















i In Table X, the tabulated replies to the check list
show that all of the teachers have had courses covering
the general principles of high school teaching. Such
courses are no doubt, prerequisites for the granting of
the hi^ school teacher’s certificate. Seventy-five per-
cent of these teachers have had courage in the principles
of high school teaching. A large percentage have also
had courses in the methods of teaching science. The
school system of the State is to be congratulated on this
point; however, until the methods in education as tau^t
by advanced educators, are actually brought into the
class room, the science of theoretical rather than of prac-
tical value.
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Table XI Number of Colored High School Chemistry Teachers
of South Carolina with Total Teaching Experience



















From the reported data it becomes fipparent that
the Instructors of science in these schools are in most
cases teachers with some experience. Ten of the re-
porting teachers have had anywhere from six to ten years
teaching experience, eight have had between three and
five years experience and one has been in the profession
for over ten years. On the other hand, only five teachers
have taught but one year, and the same number claim two
years experience in this field. In noting the experience
of these teachers it is gratifying to knov/ that the great
majority of them have been working at their profession
for such a length of time that they ought to be a real
source of help and inspiration to students in their study
of chemistry.
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Table XII Number of Colored High School Chemistry Teachers
of South Carolina Employed A Given Number of
Years by The Schools in V^ich They Are Now V/orking














Table XII Indicates that many of the twenty-eight
tetchers reporting on questions relating to experience,
have not remained in one location during their teaching
career. Seven of them have been employed in their pre-
sent position only one year and ten others have done the
seme for two years. Instead of an increase in the num-
ber of teachers holding their positions at this section
of the above Table XII a decrease is to be noticed. Six
have held their present positions between three and five
years and five held theirs between six and ten years.
One teacher has been able to remain in the same position
for over ten years.
Regardless of the fact that all teachers replying
to the check list sent out have had courses in education
the problem of instructing the pupil is still not consider-
ed of great importance by a few of them. One instructor
frankly wrote: ”I do not think much of most of the courses
in education. The course should be taught from a scienti-
fic point of view and the pupil made to get it without
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any sugar-coating.” This attitude, however, is common
in the teaching profession. Presentation of the subject
is of little importance. The stress is on the subject
matter and apparently the more difficulty the student
has in mastering it is the thing of importance. ThAs it
migiht be said that these few teachers do not consider the
fact that the real task of science teachers is to aid in
bringing the level of public information up to the point
where the laymen will be able to use the tremendous amount
of scientific information that the science specialists
have developed.
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I The methods and materials used in the chemistry
!
I
course are given in replies to sections I-E and G, II-A,
i
!




on the methods used in the chemistry courses are tabula-
ted as follows;
Table XIII. The Various Methods of Instruction Used and
























(1) (2) ( 3 ; (4) (5) (6) (7) _18J (9) 1
10 50 1 6 30 2 12 60 2 1
(90 min.
)
2 10 3 7 35 3 5 25 4
( 180 min,
)
5 15 2. 5 25J1. .4 1
! In checking over the length of time spent per day
I
In the class room and laboratory it was found that the
t
1
schools used class periods of various lengths. However,
i
' in all cases, approximately 90 minutes constituted a
j
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Y«b 'leq e/i:oqe erii? To rfefvj^X e/^J *ievo rrl
eber Brief /jnne 7 bbw tX X'^ocfBaorjxiX liu* mco»z r^tf^.Lr nri^ n.t
,'ievev;oH .iirief^neX rr oX»ibv re ei r tejsio boex/ eloorfofi
u be^tv^lJBiico Beixfnltr 09 yXpv^ -*
' xcigns ,p.t.eBO XIj# ni
eriet PK fr.i c> evB^ e*xeriOB( cf !,! .fioiieq 4io,fir'iDcfs‘l
length of a class period; four gave 50 minutes; two men-
tioned 60 minutes and one did not return a definite reply.
50 per cent of the teachers give only one demonstra-
tion-lecture each week; 15 per cent give two; and 10 per
cent give three. On the other hand, 35 per cent hold three
recitation periods per week; 30 per cent hold two and 25
per cent give four periods to this form of teaching. The
majority of the teachers use two 45 minute periods for
laboratory instruction. However, 25 per cent of them find
it necessary to use tunr 45 minute periods each week for
laboratory work. Many of the group making up this 25 per
cent do not use the demonstration-lecture method in the
class room.
Table XIII indicates that the lecture-demonstration
method of class procedure is not as popular as the reci-
tation plan, 50 per cent give one lecture-demonstration
a week and 35 per cent conduct three recitation periods
per week, 10 per cent give three demonstration-lectures
each week and 30 per cent hold two recitations in the
same length of time. The most common form of procedure
seems to be three periods of recitation, one of lecture-
demonstration and two of laboratory,
A few teachers enclosed with the check list copies
of their plans for conducting the chemistry courses.
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As a general rule, the plans cover the following procedure:
1, The text book and other references serve primarily
as a guide in science courses,
2, Many of the experiments are performed by demon-
strations .
3, The experiment to be performed is assigned for
study in class. (Supervised study.)
4, Discussion of experiment by the students and
instructor.
5, The object of experiment is explained.
6, Careful observation and noting all changes
througihout experiment.
7, Study of the physical and chemical properties
of final substance,
8, Comparison of physical and chemical properties
of final substances with those of initial sub-
stance
.
9, Calculation if any. (Mathematical).
10,
Industrial methods of preparation, if any,
.
Commercial uses, if any.11
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IMaterials Used in The Chemistry Course
Table XIV, Textbook Material Used in The Chemistry Class,
Author of Text
Number of Replies 28 1
PercentageSchools Usinp:
1
(1) (2) (3) ,
John C. Hessler 15 54 1
Brownlee and Others 1 4
Black and Conant 1 4
Geer and Bennett 1 4
Several teachers failed to check the section cover-
ing materials used in the course. However, 54 per cent
of the number who returned the check list use the text
of John C. Hessler. About four per cent use Brownlee and
Others while a similar per cent use Black and Conant also
Geer and Bennett. No reason was given for the popularity
of John C. Hessler. This book is probably used in accord-
ance with requirements of the State course of study.
Table XV. Outside Materials Used in The Gherniatry Courae.. ..
pSumber of Replies 28
Outside Materials Used Number Percentage
(1) (2) (3)
Library References 17 61
Local Industries 7 25
Industrial Problems 9 32
Agricultural Problems 5 18
Household Problems 8 29
Community Interest 4 14
No Use of Outside Material 3 11
According to Table XV, outside material is used to
some extent. The most popular source of material apparent-
ly is the library of the school. Only 14 per cent try
to link up community interest with the course. It is in-
teresting to note that many teachers are making use of
industrial, agricultural and household problems in con-
©e'tXJoC erfT nJ beeU
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nectlon with the course
Several of the teachers claim that science teaching
is functioning in the students' school life to the extent
that they are anxious to know all about the natural change
that occur in their environments and the laws that govern
such changes. The pupils collect all possible biological
specimens and make detailed studies of them, both extern-
ally and internally. After this, the specimens are pre-
served and kept for future experiments. They are anxious
to perform experiments in chemistry to see the results
for themselves and just how they affect the progress of
human beings.
Others state that they are able to teach the child-
ren the effect of science upon their lives by use of
Science clubs and seminars. The idea, apparently is that
if a child is subjected to science through clubs, lec-
tures, laboratory work, and tours of local industries, he
will eventually learn to like it. One teacher frankly
states, ”We are trying to make chemistry a living subject.
¥,11116 these uses of outside materials are signifi-
cant, still outside material or the students' environment
seldom forms the nucleus of the course and is merely
brought in to make the existing course in chemistry more
palatable. The reverse procedure is the rule--the course
exists almost completely formulated in the textbook and
the instructor either hands out this material as such or
.©C'inoo dctlw aojtjtoen
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”
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he may. If he is, so to speak, "kind hearted", sugar-coat
this undesirable medicine, by bringing illustrations from
the students* environment.
In too many instances chemistry apparently has been
taught in a formal way only and carried with it very
little of practical value to either the pupil or the com-
munity. The subject should be taught in a more practical
way. However, one must be cognizant of the fact that
chemistry teaching that puts too much stress on practical
and local applications without proper stress being placed
on the fundamentals of the science may easily degenerate
into a conglomeration of isolated or unrelated facts that
will not create a lasting impression.
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CHAPTER V
EXISTING OBSTACLES AND DESIRABLE CHANGES
IN THE
CHEMISTRY COURSE
Limiting The Students* Interest and Progress
In replying to the section of the check list that
referred to existing obstacles, if any, that tend to li-
mit the interest of the student in the chei^istry course,
the following table represents the answers given.
Table XVI. Existing Obstacles Encountered in The Chemistry
Course Listed By The Teachers Taking Part in
The Survey.
cabstacles Given





Unrelated to Students* Experience 3 n
Inadequate Text 3 11 !
Insufficient laboratory Equipment 9 32
i
Teaching Too Many Subjects 1 4 i
Too Much Memory Work 2 7
I
None Reported 13 46
46 Per cent of the t^eachers did not list obstacles
that tend to limit the interest of the students. However,
it is hardly possible to take such silence to this part
of the check list as an indication that lihere are no ma-
jor difficulties or problems to impede the progress of
the pupils in the chemistry set-up where these teachers
are employed. Thus replies to other sections of the check
<f£
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list show indirectly that this 46 per cent have their
troubled at least centered around laboratory conveniences,
materials, and equipment.
It is gratifying to observe that only seven per cent
of the teachers taking part in this survey complain of
being given too many subjects to teach. Eleven per cent
stated that the chemistry course was unrelated to the stu-
dent’s experience, and a like percentage find the textbook
now in use to be inadequate.
In this connection it is significant to note that
32 per cent of the teachers state that insufficient labora-
tory equipment is an outstanding obstacle to the progress
of the students. Chemistry is looked upon as an expen-
sive subject to offer and this fact alone keeps it out of
the course of study of many of these high schools. Bio-
logy is offered instead, partly because it is less ex-
pensive and partly because it is not a very difficult
matter for an Instructor and his class to go out in the
fields and wooded sections and collect specimens for the
use in the laboratory. Seven out of the 29 schools that
took part in this survey stated that chemistry courses
were not included in thAir curricula. This situation is
regrettable when we consider how much this subject con-
tributes to the general Intelligence an appreciation of
nature and her processes, and the potential training of
the individual. The spirit of searching fort facts imper-
I
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sonally, regardless of the field of endeavor, needs to be
developed in every student. Courses in chemistry, the
i
I
fundamental science, certainly serves this purpose,
!
I
Changes Suggested by Teachers
The teachers who replied to the check list offered
several constructive criticisms for the improvement of
,
the chemistry course as now offered. They apparently be- !
lieve that these suggested changes would make the course
more effective. These criticisms are tabulated in Table XVII;
Table XVII, Desirable Changes in The Chemistry Courses
As Suggested by The Teachers of The Golored
Hiidi Schools of South Carolina,
Number of Replies 28
Chances Succested Number Percentage i
(1) (2) (3)
Improved Laboratory Facilities 12 43
Adapting Course To Local Needs 6 21
Change In Textbook 5 18
Teaching Of Fewer Subjects 1 4


















The suggested remedies listed in Table XVII shows
that the teachers are cognizant of the fact that progress
must include above all, improvement of laboratory equip-
ments and facilities. The course must be made less for-
mal in order to relate itself to local problems centered
around industry, agriculture, the home and the locality
in general.
In Table XVII we find 43 per cent of the teachers
suggesting the improvement of laboratory facilities and
21 per cent wishing to adapt the chemistry course to local
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needs. In Table XVI 11 per cent of the teachers found
the textbook inadequate, but in checking over the tabula-
|
tions in Table XVII we find that 18 per cent suggested
I
that a change be made in textbooks . Evidently there must i'
li
be an adequate supply of library and other outside material '
a\yailable because only seven per cent of the group expressed
j
i
the desire for more such teaching aids.
|
In view of the fact that it is apparent that these
teachers are interested in improving their laboratory
equipment and making their course less formal, the writer
has placed a specimen of a unit in chemistry in the appendix,
j
In the final analysis, it appears, that the teachers
;
of chemistry in the Colored high schools of South Carolina
j
have a great problem or task before them. They will, of i:
necessity, be forced to devise plans for selling their
subject to school authorities. These teachers will have
!
to shoulder the problem of bringing chemical or scienti-
fic Information up to the point where the ordinary man
|
I
will be able to use and appreciate it, '

CONCLUSION
While this report is far from complete on chemistry
as taught in the Colored high schools of South Carolina,
it covers a sufficiently great number of schools to be
of value in judging the conditions in general. The writer
feels that it is probable that the schools not reporting
would have liess satisfactory results on the average.
In summarizing the data which was furnished as re-
plies to the checking list, many outstanding facts must
be noted. Briefly they may be tabulated as follows:
1. Students are in many instances prepared
in science before taking the chemistry
course.
2. Many teachers are handicapped by having
to handle a variety cof unrelated mabjects.
3. The lecture-demonstration method is not
used enough.
4 . There is considerable variation in the
training of the teacher.
5. Outside material is not used as an actual
part of the course but simply to popularize
course.
6. Much dissatisfaction is manifested regard-
ing laboratory equipment and facilities.
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7. Many teachers would like to make their
course less formal.
8. The course in chemistry is in several
schools a textbook subject.
9. There is some dissatisfaction with the
textbook now in use.
10.
Teachers state that the course now offered
is unrelated to the student’s life and
experience.
It is to be hoped that the time is not far distant
when some knowledge of general science and physics at
least required for admission to courses in elementary
chemistry. Modern chemistry is using more physical terms
and laws than in the past; thus without such a requirement
the chemistry teacher must devote a large part of his time
to the teaching of elementary physics. It is obvious
that if the chemistry teacheris to spend a large part of
his time teaching physics and mathematical procedures
that chemistry will suffer.
In many cases, the chemistry teacher is called upon
not only to teach such subjects as physics, algebra and
general science, but subjects aompletely out of the science
field, and to coach athletics. Little consideration is
evidently given to the fact that the laboratory teacher
needs free time in which to prepare materials for his
clas.ses and correct laboratory papers. It is hardly
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possible. to expect a teacher with such a program to find
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time for outside study and reading that will enable him
||
to keep his course up-to-date*
|
It seems safe to conclude that under ordinary con-
j
ditions of teaching chemistry in the hi^ schools, the |;
ji
demonstration-lecture method is very effective in getting
!
over the desired information. This method is also a time ’
I
saver, and should be used more than once each week by
^
j
those teachers who admitted such limited usage.
1
All of the chemistry teachers returning the check
j
list had received their first degree, one held an advanced t
degree and many more were doing advanced work in various
fields. This is very gratifying. However, the prepara^
tion in chemistry cannot be commended in a like manner*
!
Too small a percentage majored in chemistry. An instruc- *
tor cannot teach chemistry to a higb school pupil adequately
and develop a real interest in the youth for the subject,
|
unless that teacher is very familiar with inorganic,
;
analytical, and organic chemistry.
j
In the matter of outside material, 50 dollars I
invested in carefully selected reference books will mean
I
a great deal to the chemistry courses in these hi^ schools.
|
The sample unit placed in the appendix might serve as an
example of how a teacher might correlate outside material
with classroom work. Following such a procedure would
enable the teacher to make his oourse less formal and the
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outside ipaterial a very necessary phases of the entire
course
,
Many teachers are dissatisfied with their laboratory
facilities and equipment. In many respects the laboratory
is the starting place for the instruction in chemistry.
It is different from the classroom in that it caters to
the individual student wherein the lecture room deals
with the class as a group. The laboratory develops a
very close relationship between teacher and student. Con-
tacts are very informal.
The laboratory and classroom work can be carried
on in the same room. A plan of this type of combination
laboratory and classroom may be found in the appendix.
It is a copy of a plan drawn by Mr. Edward Sholto Woicott
who received his Master of Education degree from Boston
University in 1928,
From thim investigation it is found that four text-
books are used in the schools who cooperated with the
writer. According tb these replies, 50 per cent of the
teachers are using First Year Chemistry by C. C. Hessler,
The other texts used are, Practical Chemistry by Black
and Conant; First Principles of Chemistry by Brownlee,
Fuller, Hancock, and others; and Chemistry by Geer and
Bennett, A few of the teachers are not satisfied with
the textbooks that they are using. These books are among
the best known in hi^ school circles. It is possible.
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however, that these teachers are looking for a more prac-
tical book particularly for those students who are not
i planning to enter college. A strictly pandemic textbook
r
i




i The course of chemistry should be given under such
i conditions that it would relate largely to the students’
needs, capacity and locality. However, the instructor
must avoid the danger of^over-emphasizing the practical
I
side of it, at the expense of the fundamental laws and
I
I
principles of the subject. Teachers can bring chemistry,
j
and science in general, closer to the students by guiding
! them carefully into more reference reading and industrial
plant observation. Science clubs should be organized with
Regular meetings, for discussions by students and visitors
of scientific problems and observations. Parents and
I friends should be Invited to come and take part in these
j
meetings. The educating of the people of the community
to appreciate chemistry and science in general is of vital
»
I
importance. Mr. Harold Sylvester says in his thesis that
I
I
science has the opportunity, the means and the power to
I
serve the masses so that they will be raised to new attain-
ments and to worthier and more complete living.—'^
i
nr Current Tendencies in Secondary School Success.”
By Harold Dexter Sylvester. Masters Thesis of
Boston University, School of Education, 1930.
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As a graduate student of Boston University School of Ed-
ucation and with the permission and cooperation of Mr,
Schiffley of the Educational Department of the State of
South Carolina, I am making a study of the true status
of high school science, particularly chemistry, in your
State, One of the important phases of such a survey is
to have each teacher give me first-hand information con-
cerning his own science department. To this end, an in-
formation blank or check list is enclosed in this letter
to you,
I am well acquainted v;ith the great demands made on your
time, for v/hich reason 1 have tried very earnestly to
make this check list simple and easy to complete. It
will require less than minutes of your time to fill
out, I would be extreinely grateful to you if the blank
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You will recall that you received from me in Febru-
ary a check list directed to all Colored science teachers
of South Carolina, which I asked to kindly return to me
by March 19th. No doubt you khve been very busy and a
matter of this sort would \rerj easily slip your attention
for the time.
I would highly appreciate your assistance if you
would return the check list to me by April 12th. I have
the hipest respect for your work at and would
like to give it a prominent place in my writings with
all credit |ro you. Any other Information concerning the
development and history of high school science in the
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Name of Science Teacher reporting
Position held
Directions: Please circle all ryes^ and (''no"]ansY/crs;
otherv/isc check not uYTderlinc any
words or phrases.
V/hat type of school is yours?
Please check t^/pc of school and circle numbers corresponding to grades in-
cluded in your school.
Type of School Grades Included Type of School Grades Included
( ) a. Junior High 7,8,9,10,11,12 ( ) c. Throe Year High 7,8,9,10,11,12
( ) b. Senior High 7,8,9,10,11,12 ( ) d. Four Year High 7,8,9,10,11,12
o. V/hat is the total enrollment of the schools? Pupils
I. The set-up of the science department:
A. Please check the science subjects
years in which they arc given.
1. Subjects
( ) a. General Science
( ) b. Physiology
( ) c. Biology
( ) d. Botany
( ) c. Physics
( ) f. Chemistry
( ) g. Zoology
( ) h. Others (name them)
taught in your school and circle the
2.
Grades in v/hich taught
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
7, 8, 9, 10, 11> 12
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12















2B. Do you teach all the science in your school? Yes No
C, If ansvrcr to "B” is "No", chock the ones you arc teaching.
( ) 1. General Science ( ) 5. Physics
( ) 2. Physiology ( ) 6. Chemistry
( ) 3. Biology ( ) 7. Zoology
( ) 4. Botany ( ) 8. Others (name them)
D. Please indicate in Column (2) of the follovfing table the number of sec-
tions v;hich you have in each one of your science classes. Indicate in














1 2 3 4 5 6
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E, Check any of the follov/ing subjects you arc required to teach in ad-
dition to your Chemistry courses,









Iloto: If you are required to teach any other svibjects not appearing
above, vrould you kindly list them hero?
F, Is the Science department of your school equipped v/ith laboro.torios
?
Yes rio






2. If any of the above mentioned laboro.torios o.ro combined to-
gether, please list such combinations bolov.’-.
3, Hov; mi:'.ny desks arc there in the chemistry laboratory?
4, Arc the gas connections on the desks? Yes Eo
5, Is there running vm,ter at each desk? Yes IIo
6, Have yoei a chemical storeroom? Yes I’lo
7, Please indicate on the list bclov; the number of pieces of
laboratory equipment and quantities of chemicals to be found
in your laboratory,'-.




















gauze, iron wire ring stands, with rings
assorted rubber stoppers files, triangular
packages of filter paper glass tubing
rubber tubing test tube holders
test tube brushes test tube racks
glass plates v;idc mouth and narrov; mouth bottles
sand bath cork borers
flasks funn>-ls, glass
funnels, thistle top graduate cylinders
mortars and pestles balances
sot of weights chemical thormometors
lb. acid, hydrochloric lb. acid, sulfuric
lb. alum, lumps lb, baking soda
oz. bromine lb, charcoal lumps, vrood
lb. copper turnings oz. iodine
lb, iron chloride /ic/ lb, iron sulfide /sticks/
lb, lead sheet or shots lb. acid, acetic, glacial
lb. marble, Ivimps lb. arsenous oxide
lb, ammonium nitrate bottles of litmus paper, red and blue
oz. cobalt chloride pkg. gelatin
bottle of hydrogen peroxide lb, magnesium sulfate
oz. mercurous nitrate paraffin cakes
lb, potassium permanganate oz. sodium, metal
lb, sodium nitrite lb, ammonium chloride
lb, ammonium sulfate lb. calcium carbide
lb. copper oxide oz. magnesium ribbon or powder
oz, mercuric chloride oz, mercuric oxide



















potassium chromate lb. Rochelle Salt
Sodium acetate lb. sodium phosphate—di-basic
sodium sulfite lb. potassium chlorate
acid, nitric gal . alcohol, denatured
ammonium hydronido lb. barium chloride
calcium chloride lb. calcium oxide, /quicklime/
cabon bisulfide cloth, colored and v/hito
copper sulfate lb. ii on filings




patassium bromide oz potassium iodide
sodium bicarbonate _lb. sodium chloride
sodium hydroxide /lye/ lb. sodium sulfate
sugar lb. zinc, granulated
sulfur, roll plcG . sodium tetraborate /borate/
lb# starch
G, From v^hom do you receive financial support for your
chemistry laboratory? Please check and give amount
of support.
1. From the state
2. From the community
3. From the students' fee
4. From the county
5. Proceeds from public enter-
tainment
6. Science clubs












6II. The training of the Chemistry teacher:
A. On the tabic below, chock the courses that you have studied and in
the proper column give the number of semesters or quarters each




Time given to the subject
dov/ many semesters
did you study it?
How many quarters















( ) Social Science
( ) Commercial Subjects
B. Check any of the following courses
college.
( ) 1. General Chemistry
( ) 2. Organic Chemistry
( ) 3. Qualitative Analysis
( ) 4. Quantitative Analysis
( ) 5. Agricultural Chemistry
in Chemistry v^hich you have studied in
( ) 6. Industrial Chemistry
( ) 7. Physical Chemistry
( ) 8. Others /name them/
( ) 9.
( ) 10 .
r
7C, Check the courses in Education you have studied:
( ) 1. Principles of High School Teaching
( ) 2, I.Icthods of Teaching Agriculture
( ) 3. Ilothods of Teaching Science
( ) 4, Ivloasuromcnt
( ) 5. Educational Psychology
( ) 6, Educational Social '^gy
( ) 7, Visual Education
D, The length of yvar teaching oxporionce is years,
E, How long have you. ba<-n 'la present position? yoa'^Sc
F, List in the prcpei cclurn the hormal Schools and Coileges attended also diplo
mas and degrees obtained,







III, The mateviars .•nd meohods used in the Chemistry courses.
A, Hew many periods per vrcek do you teach Chemistry?
1. Recitation periods per week
2 . Laboratory periods per week
3. Locturc-Demonstration periods per week
4« Humber of minutes to each period
B, Please give the author and name of textbook used


















8D, If you use outside material in your Chemistry courses, is it any of
the follov/ing typos? Please check.
( ). 1. Library references ( ). 4. Local industries
( ), 2. Agricultural problems ( ), 5. Community interests
( )< 3. Household problems ( ). 6. Individual problems
E, Are your students taking their science work with a definite life aim
in mind? Yes IIo
F* If ansv/or to (E) is "Yes", please write a brief statement explaining
how you vroro able to accomplish the task.
G. V/hat measures are you taking to improve science offered and method
of instruction?
( ). 1. Looking for some practical plan of instruction
( ). 2, Developing Science Clubs
( ). 3, Relating class room instruction to pupil's interest,
needs and abilities.
( ). 4, Contacting parents
( ). 5, making visits to other schools or nearby colleges
( ,/ . 6. i\r,aisting pupils in choice of vocation
( ). 7. Ctjier methods (Please name them)
H. Is science coaching really functioning in the students' school life?
If so, to what extent?
I. Have you an organized plan of instruction? Yes No
‘
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9J, ITill you kindly describe the plan and if convenient, please enclose
any mimeographed or printed material describing it?
IV, The existing obstacles and desirable changes in the Chemistry courses
A, Briefly describe the obstacles, if any, that tend to limit the
interest of the student in the Chemistry courses.-
B. Please explain changes, if any, in present subject-matter and
method that would make the Chemistry course meet the needs of













V THE CHEMISTRY OF PLANT FOOD MATERIAL IN SOIL
Unit: Nitrogen, phosphorus, calcium,
iron, sulfur, magnesium and po-
tassium are elements of the soil
which are essential to all plant
life. Silicon, chlorine, and
sodium are other elements of
the soil that are necessary to
full development of many plants.
Like the human being, the plant
must have food, and this food
must contain the above mentioned
elements. There are different
types of soils. Before the ap-
plication of commercial ferti-
lizers to the soil can be made
intelligently the composition
of the soil must be studied,
A very important constituent of
soil is the decomposed organic
matter that has become incorpo-
rated with it
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Analysis Of The Unit ; 1. Solis are formed by the dis-
integration of rocks and by
the accumulation of decayed
organic matter.
2. Potassium gets into the soli
by the disintegration of clay
rocks containing feldspar.
3. A fertile soil contains nitro-
gen, phosphorus, calcium, iron
sulfur, magnesium, potassium
silicon, chlorine, and sodium
in some form easily assimilated
by the plant.
4. A fertile soil is necessary
not only to the production of
food for the nation, but
for the production of over
four-fifths of all of the
raw materials used in manu-
facture.
5, Organic matter which is a
constituent of soil may be
divided into three classes;
(1) Undecomposed matter, (2)
partially decomposed matter,
(3) final product.
6. The composition of the soil
can be determined by the ana-








Some soils are termed acid or
sour soils.
8.
There are two kinds of soil
I
acidity (1) when acids are
!
present that have been formed
by fermentation of organic
matter in the soil, (2) when
there is a deficiency of such
I
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9. The restoration of fertility to
wornout farm lands is a problem
for the chemist and agriculturist.
10. Sodium nitrate (N^ NO3 ) and
ammononum sulfate (NH
^)2 SO^
are soluble nitrogen compounds
and are therefore used as com-
pounds and are of great value
in extensive farming.
Summary of Rock material under the influence
of weathering, gradually crumbles
Unit into fragments of varying size.
Temperature changes, the bleaching
action of rain, oxidation and re-
duction, all contribute to the dis-
integration of the rock fragments
into small particles.
There are wide differences in the
quantities of plant food materials
in soils from different localities.
A soil may be rich in one ingredient
and poor in another.
Subsoils sometimes contain more and
sometimes less plant food materials
than do 'the surface^solls. The
chemical elements from the soil
essential to plant life are cal-
cium, iron, magnesium nitrogen,
phosphorus potassium and sulfate.
A soil is likely to become defi-
cient in compounds of nitrogen,
phosphorus, potassium and sulphur.
This deficiency must be made up
by substances known as fertilizers.
When plant foods are in the soil
but not in available form an amend-
ment must be added to the soil.
An amendment is a substance added
to the soil which through its own
power to chemically react with
the food elements present willll-
berate food for the plant.
Compoimds such as sodium nitrate,
ammonium sulfate, calcium cyanamid,
cotton seed meal, guano and dried
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trogen for plant food. Rock
phosphates are among the best
sources for the needed jdiosphejjHS,
Potassium for plant food is gotten
from wood ashes, potassium chloride,
kamite and potassium sulfate.
There are two kinds of soil acidity
(1) when acids are present that
have been formed by fermentation
of organic matter in the soil, and
(2) when there is a deficiency of
such material as lime or potash.
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5Unit Assignment- -What Are The Properties Of Soils
That Make It Well Adapted To Fur-
nish Plant Food?
Plans for Motivation : Teacher-Pupils Activities:
1,
The last day used for concluding
work on the preceding unit, the
teacher will ask the students to
volunteer to supply the class with




2, During the first class
period devoted to the pre-
sent unit the instructor
will test some of the
soil for acidity and
alkalinity.
3. The teacher will have some
charts and diagrams such
as the ones issued By the
U.S. Department of Agri-
culture and the State
Schools and Colleges, avail-





assistedW €)0Le "students ; ~
4
.
On the second and third
classrom periods, the stu-
dent will be shown how to
make various water cul-
tures of barley and other
plants. The class will note from time to time the effect
of various elements on the growth of these plants in
water. They will see the result of (1) using complete
manure; (2) no nitrogen; (3) no phosphoric acid; ( 4 ) no
potash; (5) no lime; (6) no magnesia. This procedure will
prove to them that farm crops always take the above men-
tioned elements from the soil. They whould now understand
that when nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium become di-
minished to a great extent, the soil fails to yield a
profitable crop. For this reason nitrogen, phosphorus
and potassium compounds constitute the essential ingre-
dients of commercial fertilizers. Likewise that in addi-
tion to such compounds, it becomes necessary in some in-
I
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IX tw ©nx/bHOonq RXrfT . eXeecgflfii on (9) ;©mXX on (S)
-nsMi ©vod* odd ailecf egono irsei d-grid medd* od ©vong
JbnAot'xehau won Mjxcn« yon'T ,Xioe ©rfd aro'il edn©aroXo bonoXd
-ib eraoood muieeadog bna enioxiqeorig jnegcndln nodw darfd
g bXeiy cd eXXal Iloa ©dd ,dnedx« dae'xg b od boxielnisr
Eo*iOifqBor?g ^nepcndln iiCEgan eirf" 70*1 ,go70 ©Icfadllonq
-e^gni laldnodE© ertd odrdXdcnoo ftbnnoorooo jrraXeeBdoq Jbnn
-Xi>ba at diidd ©©XweVij. .enosXXXdnel Ix-XoionimoC! lo adnalb
-nX f-moe nX y'laeeBoan aomcood 'dX .Ebnircaraoa dox;a od noXd
ecalo denXl ©xld gnX'ixfQ ,S*
-ena add od bodcvab boXnaq
nodajjndEnX odd dlno dn©c
add lo once deed XXXw
bxig ^dXbXoa nol £Xoe
.’rdXniXe^Ufi
ewoe ©vad ilXw nexioned ©c^T ,i'.
done £rng«ig«Xb bjra edTsdo
exit yff beiffiBl eeuo ads se
-XngA lo dnorndnagaCt .f,U
ad«d8 ad*’ bne ©‘iXxd-Xno
-iliiVB ^eogaXXoO brrn sloodoC
.oeu »cdfr^bnde add nol ©Ida
stances to add compounds containing calcium, magnesium
and sulphur. Elements taken from the soil in large quan-
tities hy crops must be returned to it in the form of
suitable compounds, if the soil is not to decrease in
fertility. Thus a fundamental lesson concerning economics
--a natural law is taught here. Men cannot hope to have
something made from nothing.
Inspection trip : 5. Forever keeping in mind,
that a good teacher must Keep his pupils’ interest in
their work, the instructor plans an inspection trip to
a few nearby well managed farms. This trip is promised
to the students to replace the last day in the labora-
tory and if anything like satisfaction is to be realised
it must be carefully worked out. The problem of planning
the trip will be worked out with the assistance of the
class after agreeing among themselves that the field trip
is a real necessity to the carrying out of science.
For the most efficient instruction in this unit,
the presentation of basic principles of scientific farm-
ing must be clearly and thoroughly enunciated before any
trip will be taken. When all the fundamental materials
which have been assigned to the pupils have been mastered
then the trip will be undertaken. The study of these
unit processes should be presented with the aid of a well
planned laboratory course, illustrated lectures, discus-
sions and supplemented by numerous problems. For best
Results to accrue from an inspection trip, a plan of
study of the farm and the procedure about the farm must
be mapped out with as much care as in the study of funda-
mentals
.
Now the students are prepared to understand what
they see. The type of farm visited should be that which
offers as wide an application of chemical principles as
possible. This necessitates a knowledge on the part of
the instructor, of the farm visited and he should have
these particular farms in his mind's eye when he lectures
on the subject.
In order to get this particular view point the in-
structor should visit the farms prior to the trip. He
should develop the trip about the farm in a manner that
will make the inspection of the greatest value to the
student. In most Instances, the time spent in inspection
trips is rather limited so that the farms visited should
be considered with the utmost care with regards to thd
diversity of operations. The farms should be medium size,
compact, and above all things, modern.
Without a doubt, the greatest benefits derived from
inspection trips are the views presented in the report
that should be required of the student. From the student’s
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report, the Instructor can get an Insight into the student
tendencies, and will have a foundation on which to base
recommendations as to his aptitude for plant production,








P ' Unit Assignment (conf )--What Are The Properties Of Soils















b. What is the action
of heat and cold
on rocks?
c. What is the action
of frost and water
on rocks?
d. What part did the
great glaciers play
in soil formation?
e. Explain the difference
between powdered
rock and soil?
f. V/hat common plant
food materials have
been lost in greatest
quantities by resi-
dual soils?
g. Why are residual soils
likely to be^ deficient?-:
i. Why are or are not
Marine soils usually
rich in plant food
materials?
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soil and glacial soil
j
when both are formed























and hematite; also a
|





Procedure: HardBB0s-Try to scratch
material with fingernail^




Ccrlor- -Observe color and i
luster. 1
Form- -Does the specimen
seem to have any
crystal form that
is characteristic








Action of acld--What is the
result if the speci-
men is treated with




Flame --Hold a small frag-
ment of each mineral
in the flame. Note
the change of color
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Materials: Puddled and granuSUr
soils
.
Procedure: Examine under hand-lens
a granular and puddled
soil. l>escribe each and
make drawings. Discuss
each as to probable re-
lation to water movement,
penetration of plant roo ts




2, What are the properties of soil
make it well adapted to furnish
plant food?
a. How is the fertility of the
soil determined?
b. What relation does soil have
to the needs of plants for
water?
c. WliAt al?e the names and proper-
ties of the elemental substances
that plants derive from the SFoil
d. Vlliat two substances necessary
to plant growth are contained
in the earth’s crust in the
smallest quantities?
e. Conditions for plant growth.
Materials: Small flower pots, rich
soil, oat seed.
Procedure: Fill fonr flower pots with
rich garden loam. Moisten
well and plant with oat seeds,
When seedlings are a weekoold,
thin to desired number of
plants. Grow for a few weeks
under best conditions, then
subject them to the follow-
ing conditions.
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, boye “AC ^XXo£
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Pot 1. -Sunshine and mini
-
mum water.
Pot 2, -Sunshine and plen-
ty of water.
Pot 3 .-Cold, Shade and
plenty of water.
Pot 4. -Dark and plentj^
of water.
Observe results and explain.
(The interested students may




f. Effects of the different
plant nutrients.
Materials: One gallon flower pots
very poor sandy soil,
sodium nitrate, and phos-
phate, potassium chlorstte,
barley seed.
Procedure: Fill five flower pots to
I
within an inch of thdir
|
tops with poor sandy soil, i
Pot 1. Sodium nitrafee is'
mixed in.
Pot 2. Acid Phosffaate Is
mixed in.
Pot 3. Potassium chlo-
rate is mixed in.l




Pot 5, No fertilizer
is mixed in, i
Plant a dozen barley s©eds '
in each pot and add wate r I
enough to make soil moist.
Place pots in moderateHy
|
warm place, ““hen seed- i
lings are a week old, thin
|
out. Observe results i
and explain.
j
4. How does Soil acidity
affect Plant life?
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a. What is meant by posi-
tive and negative
acidity in soils?
h. In what three ways
may soil acidity be
injurious to plant
growth?
c. In what ways the growtli
of plantson soil tends
to make it become saur?
d. What is meant by Al-
kali soil?
e. How may alkali be re-
moved from the soil?
f. What is the effect on
soil acidity of a con-
tinued use of amjnonium
sulfate?
g. How is acidity over-
come?
h. What crdips are adapted
to sour soils?
1. What cr6ps are injured
by acid soils?
j. Determination of per-
centage of water in
soil:




Carefully wfeigh an evapo-
rating dish, Wei^ in-
to the dish 50 graas of
the soil to be tested.
Air dry sample in the
laboratory then place
it in the oven at 100®
for two hours. Cool in
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The loss in weight is
water. Calculate the
percentage of moisture




in duplicate and on a
number of soils furnished
by members of the class.
k. Ammonia Test for acidity
Materials: Soil, bottle concentrated
ammonia
.
Procedure: Place about 25 grams of
soil in a bottle and add
10 c.c of ammonia. Fill
two-thirds fill with
distilled water. Shake
well add allow to stand
over night.
Andarkening of the super-
natent liquid is an indi-
cation of the lack of
lime
(Students finishing regu-
lar assignment in advance
of the others may do other
experiments on acidity
listed below)
a. Litmus paper test.
b. Test for carbonates.
4. How does organic matter con-
tribute to the availability
of plant foods in soils?
a. Vifhat three classes may
the organic matter of
the soil be divided?
b. What is the effect of
organic matter on the
water holding capacity
of vfirtis?
c. In what ways may organic
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d. What are the sources
of organic matters that
may serve to increase
the supply in soils?
e. In what way do the




food material in soil?
f. Examination of soil
for organic matters.
Materials: Samples of soils, hand-
lens, flame.





its color, etc. Com-
pare the structure
of the soils high and
low in organic matter.
Place a small portion
of soil rich in organic
matter in the flame.
Observe and explain i
the results. (Interested I
students may do an
experiment on the es-
timation of organic
matter,
5. How Important is fertilizers
to the maintainence of suf-
f
ficient plant food material in
soil?
a. What are the forms in
which nitrogen occurs in
soils?
1. Complete
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d. What are the effects





e. dow does basic slag
compare in availability
with rock phosphate?
f. How is acid phosphate
made, and how ddres
it compare in avail-
ability with the na-
tural phosphates?
1. Complete
Cag ( PO4 ) 2^^2204 - -CmS04/
?
g. What occurs to a soluble
fertilizer when applied
soil?
h. Is there any indica-
tion that the use of
sulfur as a fertili-
zer may be desirable?
i. How does the need of
a soil for lime differ
in principle from its
need for other ferti-
lizers?
1. Complete
HN0g/C«( 0H) 2-~Ca(N03 ) 2/?
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ammonia, funnel and fil-
ter paper, litmus paper,
hand lens, flame.
It is well for the stu-
dent to be able to iden-
tify the common fertili-
zers and to know a few
practical tests when the
identity is in doubt.
Sodium i^itrate--This f«rr-
tilizer appears in clouded
light yellowish crystals,
soluble in water andrather
deliquescent. It has no
marked odor.
Hold a crystal in the flame
Note the brilliant yellow
color. This is a test
for sodium.
Test for nitrate part 6T
the fertilizer by moisten-
ing a crystal in an eva-
porating dish, with a
drdrp of phenol-di sulfonic
acid. Allow to stand
and dissolve in water.
Now neutralize with am-




fertilizer is a light
grayish colored salt,
finely ground and soluble
in water. Heat a little
in an evaporating dish--
Note odor of ammonia.
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Cyanamid--’Cyanamld is a fine
dry black powder which carries
besides its nitrogen compounds,
carbon and lime. The carbon
may be tested for by rubbing
the fertilizer between the
fingers. Dissolve as much
of the fertilizer as possible
in water, filter and test the
filtrate with litmus paper.
It should be intensely alkaline.
Probelms:
Dried Blood--This material
can be easily identified and
distinguished by their physical
properties, especially if a
hand lens is used. The odor
is characteristic,
1, A commercial lot of sodium
nitrate is guaranteed to
be 91% pure. Vftiat is the
least quantity of available
nitrogen that should be con-
tained in one ton of the
substance?
2. A fertilizer is guaranteed
to contain 2,45% of ammonia.





A sample of tankage is guaran
teed to contain 6 units of
ammonia. lAtoat is the per-
centage content of nitrogen?
6. Charts and diagrams are to be drawn and collected by
!
students. Specimen charts on pages 18--21 will be fur-
jj
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C Conclusion of Unit (Problem Section)
The student should write a resume of his reading on
the unit,
1.
The resiune should be logically organized to
cover all five main questions,
a. The above can only be done if adequate
attention is given to all the sub-ques-
tions.
b. The resume should be read over several
times by the student in order to become
well acquainted with the facts of the
assignment.
c. The paper should be passed in to the
instructor. If the work is satisfac-
tory, the instructor will give an oral
test based on the problems of the assign-
ment sheet.
d. The student should now have a very
good understanding of the main ques-
of assignment.
Additional Problems And Experiments
Problems:
1, Using any map of the United States as a base
(colorless map with State boundaries) draw lines
tracing roughly the regions occupied by resi-
dual, alluvial marine, glacial, Alolian soils.
2, How does the total quantity of plant-food materi-
als in soils compare with the total wei^t of
soil?
3, What are the sources of carbon dioxide in soil
air?
4, What is the effect of potash oh plant grov/th?
5, What plant foods does farm manure contain, and
what indirect fertilizin,^ materials?
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Experiments:
Soluble matter of soil.
Materials , -Soil, filter paper and funnel, eva-
porating dish, flame, dilute hydro-
chloride acid.
Procedure . -Place a small amount of the soil on
a filter paper held in a funnel and
wash with distilled water, catching
filtrate in an evaporating dish.
Evaporate filtrate to dryness and
examine the residue. This sol'pble
matter is the most valuable portioh
of the soil.
Zinc Sulfide Test for acidity.
Materials , -Soil, medium size Erlenmeyer flask,
tripod and wire gauze, flame, calcium
chloride zinc sulfide solution, lead
acetate paper.
Procedure. -Pliice in Erlenmeyer flask a 10 gram
sampid (well pulverized) of the
soil to be tested. Now add 5 c.c
of the calcium chloride Zinc Sulfice
reagent, the former being in solu-
tion and the latter in suspension.
Add distilled water. Place over
|
a flame and bring to boiling point.
|
Boil exactly one minute, being carefli
j
not to allow the sample to froth
over.
The boiling having become constant
and COg being driven off, lay over
the mouth of the flask a strip of
lead of acetate paper moistened
with distilled water. Alow it to
remain three minutes. The test is
now complete and acidity is indi-
cated by the blackening of the
paper.
o ‘f . . ' d ar.: f - .' cJ;r-- ' o
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Examination and identification of Nitrogen fertilizers.
Materials , -Set of fertilizers (comprising sodium
nitrate, ammonium sulfate, tankage),
evaporating dish, Phenol-disulphuric
acid, ammonia, funnel and filter
paper, litmus paper, hand lens, flame.
Procedure . -Sodium nitrate--This fertilizer
appears in clouded light yellowish
crystals soluble in water and rather
deliguescent . It has no marked odor.
Hold a crystal in the flame.
Note the brilliant yellow color.
This is a test for the element sodium.
Test for nitrate part of the
fertilizer by moistening m crystal
in an evaporating dUs^ with a drop
of phenol diSulphonic acid. Allow
to stand a few minutes and then
dissolve in a little water. Now
neutralize with ammonia and obtain
the yellow color characteristic of
nitrates
.
Ammonium Sulfate- -This fertilizer
is a light grayish colored salt, finely
ground and soluble in water. Heat
a little in an evaporating dish and
note the odor of ammonia.
Cyanamid--Gyanamid is a fine
,
dry,
black powder, which carries beside
ius nitrogen compound, carbon and
lime. The carbon may be tested for
by rubbing the fertilizer between
the fingers. Dissolve as much of
the fertilizer aadis possible in
water, filter and test the filtrate
with litmus paper. It should be
intensely alkaline on account of
the lime it contains. The physical
characters of the fertilizer are
such as to make it easily recognized.
Dried Blood and Tankage --These ma-
;
terials can be easily Identified i
and distinguished by their physical
properties especially if a hand lens
is used. Considerable hair and bone
. is likely to be found in tankage.
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Aids and References for Students* Use:
1, Cyril G. Hopkins, Soil Fertility and Permanent
Agriculture ; Ginn & Co ,
,
Boston, “1"91(5
2, Brownlee, Fuller, Hancock & Whits it. Chemistry
of Common Things ; Allyn & Bacon, Boston
3, R. A. Dutcher & B. E. Haley, Introduction to
Agricultural Biochemistry ; J^hn Wiley & Son Inc,,
New York, 1§3^
4, T. L, Lyon, Soil and Fertilizers ; The MacMillan
Co., New York, l9l9
5, V;. T. Stratton & B, L, Remlck; Agricultural Arith^-
metic
.
The Macllillan Co,, i^ew lork, l92l
6, R, W, Thatcher, The Chemistry Of Plant ,Life ;
McGraw-Hill Book Co,, New iiork, l5'56
7, J. S. Chamberlain; Chemistry In Agriculture
,
The Chemical Foundation, tnc.. New lork, 1926
8, Reed, Rexford & Carroll, Useful Science For
High School, The John C, Winston Co,, Hilladelphia
,






10, Howe and Turner, Chemistry And The Some, Chas,
Scribner* s Sons, fioston
11, Floyd L, Darrow, The Story Of Chemistry
,
Bobbs-
Merrills Co,, NewYork, T93TT”

TEST FOR UI'IT
Fark each true statement with a plus si^ on the line at the •
left of the statement. Mark eac^ false statei^ient with a zerp7
All omissions will be counted as vn?ong,
--1. The Process of soil formation is extrenely slow.
--2, Rocks are mixtur*es ox different ii.inerals.
--3. One. reason that building stones are : ore likely to
disintegrate in a cold moist climate than in a dry
or war*m one is that sm.all pores and cracKs on their
surface fill with v.’ater, which, when it freezed, ex«
erts an enormous pressure,
--4. Water has an effect on rocks-, it is a solvent, strong'
and universal.
--5. Glacial soils are productive, because of the thorougt,
pulverization and mixing they have received.
--6.
, Phosphoric acid does not show great variation in re-
spect to loss.
--7. Leached soils have the required amoung of lime for
the profitable production of moist crops.
--8. Peat is of much agricultural value in E-urope.
--9. Alluvial soil is found most largely aloni§: rather
slov/ly flowing streams.
--10. Sand dunes and volcanic dust are two forms of Aeoliaif,
soils.
--11. T.e orga.nic matter that has become incorporated with
with the c'-^nstitutuent of the soil is of very little
importance,
--12. Organic matter forms acids,
--13. Organic matter is a source of plant-food material
--14, The first step in the control of organic matter in
soil is to bring about decomposition.

-15'. Unrotted organic matter is sood plant food.
-16. Plants secure their mineral food materials from the
soil and other sources,
-17. Sub soil never contain less pl-.int food material thajH
surface soil.
-18. Plant foods compose a small part of the soil,
-19. Various solvents have been used to determine the -m.
available plant- food materials.
-20. Acids mil not form when organic matters is combined
with soil.
-21. T e plant- food materials lost in largest quantity
are lime, magnesia, potash, nitrogen, and sulphur.
-22. The effect of both farm manure and co^nnercial fer-
tilizer is to increase the percent'ige of plant-food
rnaterial in the drainage water.
-23, The C'^mposition of the drainage water seldo varies.
“24, The removal of crops from the land cause no serious
loss to the soil.
-25. There is little doubt that a mioclerate supply of
plant-food materials will alv/ays be available in mos'
soils.
-26, Soils are termed acid or sour soils,
-27, Whether a soil is acid or not is a matter of practi-
cal irnpo'^tance.
-28, There are many kinds of soil acidity,
-29, Lima causes the injurious effect of acidity.
-30. The use of free sulf.n f'^r combatting fungous dis-
eases may also lead to the formation of a sour soil.
-31. Whether a soil is acid or not will make a great de-.:
of difference in the kinds of plants that will
thrive on it.
I
-32. General farming can best be conducted on soil that
is not greatly in need of lime.
T

A rapid change to red when litmus paper is used to
test for soil acidity indicates an acid conduction
of the soil.
--34, Every soil is undergoing constantly'’ decoii^osition,
j
--35. The composition of alkali does not vary gre tly in
different regions.
--36. Both with and black alkalis are injurious to plant
grov/th v/hen present in large quantity.
--37. Barley and oats are the most tolerant to alkali in
soil.
--38. There is only one way in which the soil aciditv may'’
be injurious to plant grov/th.
--39. Most upland plants used in agriculture appear to ab-
sorb most of their nitrogen in the form, of nitrates.
--40. Ammonia is generally' found in soils.
--41. There aie very^ few kinds of i anerials used to provid<
nitrogen in ornmercial fertilizers.
--42. Nitrate of soda is found in great material deposits
in Mexico
.
--43. Fertilizer is easily soluble in water and is readily
absorbed by'’ most farm crops.
..- 44 , There is no great soruce of supply'' for ammonia sulfa,e.
--45, A pound of nitrogen in form of ammonia sulfate has
slightly less value thvii thesame quantity in the fori|i
of nitrates.
— 46. There are a great many materials containing organic
nitrogen that are used as fertill^erd.
-- 47 , All of the plant- food materials contained in guano
are in readily available condition, but its fer-
tilizing value is low.
-- 48, Basic siay ^ by’’-product in the mnufacture of stee
from pig ir-on rich in phosphorus.
--49. Materials used as potassium fertilizers with very-
few exceptions, are very inSoldble in water.
”“50, Sililfur is not one of the essential substances for
plant growth- - -

COr.IPLETION
Insert the work or words ta ,t r-r.ke the st- teiaent a true one,
51,
If any one of the essential elements is lacking,
no life can exist.
52, Of the ten essential ele:..ents, Cc.nbon is derived from.
the_ of the ail”,
53, The disintegration of feldspatric rocks results in thf
form tion of soil.
54.
A suDstance added to the soil not because of tne
plant food it cnt'.iiLS, but on acc'^unt of :die pov;er
it has to aid in tlie liber- tion of lant food from co:
pounds containing, it in unavailable forms is called
an







59. The tim.e when the uneducated and untrained n c.:.r, be
0. successful is ra.pidly passing".
60,
The fanmer should have inf'^rmation ernneerning the
sources a'nd prices of m'~terials.
61. Crops T^jst be able to obtain from the soil an adequat 5
supply of each of a few simple minerals elements in




62. Of the twenty or more mineral elements which are pre-




nitrogen is not of mineral origin as its ultimate
source is the
•
, ^ In order to be available to plants, or to be utilized












Place on the line at t.ie left of the iiu^ber the let. er of the
choice •.'Mch m.akes the statement most nesj’ly true.
65,
It ma^’ be said that the v.hole process by which crops
absorb mineral foods from the soils and v;ith their aidj
build up carbohydrates
,
proteins, fats, etc,, is a
j
series of (,a) physr'cal changes, (b) chemical changes, I




Plants take the great i-ajority of the nitrogen essen-
tial to thei'^ growth from. < > the soil, the at-
Sphere
, cy water , ca; the sunchine.
67,
Soil formation is (.a) r ;.)id process, Cb ) limited pro-
cess, cu slow process, gradu3.1 process.
Slalced lime is caustic in its action, that is, it
destroys (^a^ nitrogen contents (b) plant foods {c
J
organic ma.tier (d) phosphates.
69o For farm crops, bones have long been used as a source
of Ca) nitrOf^en, Co; oxygen (?; potash (V phosphorus |
70, Ammonia may be i:assed into sulf-.iric acid to form' a'
1
valuable fertilizer, ammonium sulfide Cb; aramon- j:
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Biennial Survey of Education
,
1916-1918 Published by De-
partment oT~The Interior, Bureau of Education,
Vol. I, p. 433.
Caliver Ambrose, "Education of Negro Teachers", National
Survey of The Education of Teachers
,
IV: Publi shed
by U. S, Department of The Tnterior
"South Carolina Negro Common School", Crisis Magazine,
Vol. 34: pp 330-32, Dec. 1927
"Dangerous F^»deral School Aid", Crisis Magazine, Vol, 44:
No. 2, Feb. 1937
Felton, J, B., "Negro Schools", Sixty-eighth Annual Report
of The State Superintendent of Education of the State
of South Carolina, 1936, pp44-45
Negro Education
,
Bulletin 1916, Noi 39, Vol. II, p. 475,
department of The Interior, Bureau of Education
Sylvester, Harold Dexter, "Current Tendencies in Secondary
School Success", Master Thesis of Boston Universiy,
School Education, 1930, pp 80-8
Wolcott, Edwart Sholto, "The Status of The Subject of Chem-
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Master Thesis of Boston University School of Education,
1933, p. 28
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